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Dear Sir,
There is so much to say that I think Matt Barrie has been the one to best intricately say it in his
8500 word Linked in post “Would the last person in Sydney please turn the lights out.” and
follow up https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/death‐sydneys‐nightlife‐economic‐collapse‐its‐
night‐time‐matt‐barrie
Keep Sydney Open Rally also displayed the peaceful disappointment of 16000+ people
Alan Jones even interviewing Matt Barrie on his show showed that this just isn’t right.
My entire adult life last 33 years the night life and music industries have been the majority of
my worklife, income and community from bartending while at university to bar managing to
working across many roles in events.
Personally especially since being in music have not seen violence ever in dance music venues
what the lockout is supposed to be preventing and had friends who’s clubs have had to close
due to loss of business with these lockouts who have never been violent and also never had a
history of violence in their spaces. So why punish those who are not part of the problem with
these laws.
As a woman especially, I now feel less safe going out as I always felt safe in busy licensed
venues with professional staff especially arts and culture venues as I believe that it is the cure
not cause of violence to be able to go out dance and connect. Seen the smiling faces on the
dance floor before? these people aren’t binge drinking out of boredom they’re dancing. These
people are not angry or violent, they are dancing. Let the people dance! Now if I’m to go out I
cannot support a few friends nights or dj sets by changing venues I have to pick 1 be in there
by 1.30am and after 3 most are closed right on taxi changover time where I won’t be let back
into a licensed venue if I feel unsafe as they don’t want to be fined and I’m out on the street
hoping for a way to get home safe. Or now there’s more house parties and warehouse parties
where no‐one is regulating the strength of drinks or monitoring what people are doing the risk
of being harassed, drink spiked or generally not being able to keep track of what you’ve had
and stay safe is minimised. Licensed venues with trained staff, security and entertainment are

far safer environments. The youth of today will go out it’s what they do to connect with others
without licensed safe venues you give them the choice of casinos [don’t start me on the
damage that gambling does it’s disgusting and you won’t ever get me in a casino] or houses
and illegal warehouse spaces… or hey go to melbourne for the weekend which is now the
safest smartest option which I will be doing for my 31st birthday this year going to a city where
I can go out safely and freely.
Melbourne put money into night life venues to help them sound proof themselves. 24 hour
bottle shops and licensed venues. Have a night mayor that deals with the nightlife. Have more
police and camera presence on the streets where most of the problems occur NOT INSIDE
VENUES and made public transport available 24 hours. These are steps that I would like to see
NSW have. This is the way forward. In that we need to give our youth something to do outside
of drinking encouraging creativity, entrepreneurship, learning etc from school age will see a
more focussed contributing next generation making the world a better place rather than
drinking to escape as they feel they have no control over their future and nothing better to do.
I would also like to see instead of exemptions for gambling venues to the lock out. Exemptions
for venues who are providing music or art entertainment as these venues are encouraging the
opposite and the cure for violence… dancing and stimulating people in a positive way and
getting them to connect in a positive way. This will mean an increase in our tourism and
attractiveness to overseas tourists too which used to pick sydney as their first option… they
now choose Melbourne or don’t bother with Australia at all. We don’t have a violence problem
here we have a culture problem… where there is not music, art culture and entertainment
options around australian drinking becomes the entertainment rather than a recreational
beverage addition to entertainment. And then when bored if they’re violent people or have had
a violent upbringing they’ll fight. People who have access to culture, music, dancing and
enjoying others company will not binge drink or fight. Let’s get some more culture and music
into this city and watch it thrive and the violence drop.
The more people feel controlled and that they have their freedoms taken away the more
depressed, angry and rebellious they will be this is what the lockouts are causing. This is
disgusting and not the sydney I was proud to live in.
Flight facilities summed it up really well with their post attached. One of our proud musical
exports… would probably not have made music or met had we had lockouts in place when they
were forming. What this means for the next generation of youth scares me. How are they
supposed to respect authority when authority are telling them to either stay home or go to a
casino. Anyone with common sense knows this is a complete joke.

Please sir. Sydney’s inhabitants deserve better than this. Punishing the peaceful masses for the
violent fews choices ﴾that actually happened before 10pm and didn’t enter licensed venues at

all﴿ or to line some casino owners pockets is completely unjust and detrimental to the
wellbeing of people living in sydney. This must stop and better ways of encouraging regulated
drinking rather than binge drinking and other forms of entertainment that are not violent like
music and dancing are the way forward.
I hope this falls on ears willing to both hear and change things for the better.
Sincerely.
Kristen Marconi
Founder of Let The People Dance
[A socially responsible apparel label and music platform helping fund I‐Manifest and Bridges
For Music two not‐for‐profits helping disadvantaged youth find sustainable career pathways in
the creative industries.]
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